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Capital             Podgorica
------------------------------------
---
Area                 13,812 km²
------------------------------------
---
Population        625,266
------------------------------------
---
GDP                 € 3.324 bill
------------------------------------
----
GDP per cap     € 5.361
------------------------------------
----

Montenegro
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5,5 billion  €
is net inflow of Foreign Direct 

Investments in the last 8 years, 
since Montenegro renewed its 

independence
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    Full membership in the WTO
     Market access to over 
       700 million people
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The major investor in Montenegro are from  tourism sphere
on the Adriatic coast 



Montenegro and the People's Republic of China 
have traditionally good political and economic 
relations

Diplomatic relations  between our 
two countries were established on 
July 2006, 
only 2 months after Montenegrin 
independence
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 From that period until now, our relations have progressed in almost all
 areas: political, economic, cultural, tourism, sport, scientific…



China's "Go West" strategy, 
launched just before the co
untry's entry into the 
WTO in 2001, has been a
milestone in the nation's ec
onomic development
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The western part of China is home to one-third of the country's 
administrative provinces and autonomous regions



 Since the Warsaw and Bucharest meeting from 2012/2013 until now, China
 and 16 CEE countries, including Montenegro, have taken active steps to 
implement the12 measures to strengthen cooperation

Montenegrin and Chinese Prime ministers 
at the Bucharest meeting in 2013 
Montenegrin and Chinese Prime ministers 
at the Bucharest meeting in 2013 



Chinese Company representatives who visited Montenegro: CCCC, CRBC, China 
State Engineering Corporation, Sinohydro Group, Gezhouba Group, China Harbor
Engineering Company, China Civil Engineering Construction, HUAWEI

 China Development Bank is interested in participating in 
projects, primarily in the area of infrastructure (Bar Harbor, 
Thermal power plant, railway , highway etc.)
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 At 2013 Government of Montenegro  established a working team to 
coordinate
 infrastructure projects between Montenegro and the Republic of China
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Government has decided that a
“Chinese road and bridge 
corporation”
will built the first highway in 
Montenegro. The value is 900 
million €

Renewal of Montenegrin fleet, is 
conducted 
by Chinese shipyards. 2 ships were 
built in Shanghai, and 2 will be 
build in Nanjing
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Montenegrin Minister of culture Mr. Micunovic 
participate at the First forum of cultural cooperation 
between the People's Republic of China and the 
countries of Central and Eastern Europe
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Minister Micunovic has introduced to a Poly Group  a 
capital project in the field of culture (Marina Abramovic  
Community Cetinje), which implementation is planned in the 
Old Royal Capital of Cetinje 
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surface of the halls available to investors in the complex 
MACCOC

55.000 
m²
55.000 
m²

In cooperation with the world-wide 
recognized artist Marina Abramovic, under 
the name of MACCOC, project and is set up 
in the area where former complex factory EI 
“Obod” was located

             133.000 m²
    space for the establishment of 
various
 cultural, artistic, touristic and economic 
areas
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Master plan developed by company 
OMA :

1. Service and commercial 
(hotel, shopping mall,, distribution 
centre)
2. IT industries, hi-tech, production sites
3. Cultural (movie studio, galleries, 
ateliers)
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 Internationally recognized artist creating performances, Marina 
Abramovic, together with one of the greatest architects, Mr. 
Rem Koolhas, started developing Master plan with the purpose 
of  valorising former giant factory OBOD

THE 
ARTIST 

IS 
PRESEN

T



The world's largest telecommunications 
corporation “HUAWEI” plans to open an 
experiential zone in  Cetinje

The experience 
zones of “HUAWEI” 
will be in the
 future multi-purpose
 complex MACCOC

Mayor Bogdanovic during his visit to the 
headquarters 
of “HUAWEI” corporation in Shenzhen City



TOTAL LENGHT : 15  km                       LOWEST 
ALTITUDE : 0 m
LENGTH OF THE JOURNEY : 40 min      HIGHEST 
ALTITUDE : 1521m

The longest tourist cable car in the world 
will connect Cetinje with National Park 
Lovcen and Kotor Bay



* Construction of 4 stations: 9.7 
million €
* Construction of cable car: 36.7 
million € 
* Expropriation and other costs: 
140.000€
* Total project value: 46.5 million 
€ 
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        115.000-220.000 
  passengers in the first 
year            of operation
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  Method of Financing: 
  -The private partner 
  - EBRD to 15 million 
  - Government of 
Montenegro
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400 cruisers with over 550 
thousand tourists visited Kotor 
in 2013th 
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200 thousand tourists visited 
Old Royal Capital Cetinje in 
2013th

200 thousand tourists visited 
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Growth is projected at 7% per 
year, after 10 years of operation 
the investor will refund the entire 
investment
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION

Mr. Aleksandar BOGDANOVIĆ
Mayor of Old Royal Capital 
Cetinje/Montenegro
Mail: kabinet@cetinje.me
Website: www.cetinje.me
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